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Abstract. Elementary Affine Logic (EAL) is a variant of Linear Logic characterizing the computa-
tional power of the elementary bounded Turing machines. The EAL Type Inference problem is the
problem of automatically assigning to terms ofλ-calculus EAL formulas as types. This problem, re-
stricted to the propositional fragment of EAL, is proved to be decidable, and an algorithm is shown,
building, for everyλ-term, either a negative answer or a finite set oftype schemata, from which all
and only its typings can be derived, through suitable operations.

Introduction

Starting from a seminal idea of Girard, who designed the first variant of Linear Logic normalizable in
polynomial time, the Light Linear Logic [10], some logical systems have been proposed in the literature,
characterizing different complexity classes. In this paper we deal with Elementary Affine Logic (EAL),
which characterizes the computational power of the elementary bounded Turing machines: this result
has been proved in [8] for its second order version and moreover in [1] it has been proved that the
propositional fragment is sufficient to simulate arbitrary elementary bounded Turing machines. In [4] a
language has been designed,ΛEA, starting from the implicational fragment of Elementary Affine Logic.
The interest of such a language does not only lie in its computational bound, but in the fact that EAL-
typeable terms can be reduced with theabstractsubset of Lamping’s optimal reduction algorithm [12]
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obtaining excellent performances.ΛEA is untyped and it can be assigned types which are formulas of
EAL through a type assignment system in natural deduction style (NEAL), proving statements (typings)
of the shapeΓ `NEAL M : A, where the contextΓ assigns types to variables. However the language,
as almost all designed in this way, is quite complex, both as syntax and as reduction rules. Indeed its
syntax reflects the inference rules, and its reduction rules reflect all the normalization steps, which are
quite involved. So it cannot be proposed as paradigm for a real programming language. Then it would be
interesting to have a decidable procedure for assigning EAL formulas as types to terms of the standard
λ-calculus: so the user can write a program in the usual style, and the compiler automatically will check
its typability, assuring, in case of positive result, its complexity bound and enabling it to be reduced with
the Lamping’s abstract algorithm. In this paper we define such a procedure for propositional EAL.

The problem is not easy, since there is not a type inference system for theλ- calculus. But it is easy
to define a correspondence betweenΛEA and theλ-calculus, which preserves the operational behavior
of terms, just by performing the substitutions that are explicit in terms ofΛEA. Then the typability ofλ-
terms can be defined in the following way: a termM ∈ Λ can have a typingΓ `NEAL M : A if and only
if there is a termM ′ of ΛEA such that it corresponds toM , andΓ `NEAL M ′ : A. But in order to reach
our aim, which is to check typability in order to reduceλ-terms with the Lamping’s abstract algorithm,
we need to restrict the previous definition, by taking into account onlysimpleterms ofΛEA, i.e., terms
whose proofnets correspond to those obtained as initial translation ofλ-terms. But it is important to point
out that the result of this paper would remain true even without this restriction. The number of terms
of ΛEA corresponding to aλ-term is in general infinite (thanks to the possibility of adding boxes just
replacing variables by variables), and so at a first look the problem of typability for theλ-calculus seems
at most semi-decidable.

In [4] a procedure has been designed for assigning to aλ-term, that can be typed in Curry type
assignment system [5, 6, 7], a type of EAL: the procedure takes as input a pair of a term and a Curry type
that can be assigned to it, and produces as output either a negative result or a typing, assigning to the term
itself an EAL type related to the Curry type in input, in the sense that it expresses the same functionality
behavior.

In this paper we give a stronger solution of the problem, by designing a modular type inference
procedure forλ-calculus. The procedure is given in three steps. First we introduce the language of
abstract EA-terms, terms in a meta-language, to which EAL types can be assigned through a suitable
type assignment system. Each abstract EA-term represents an infinite set of EA-terms, in such a way
that it can be assigned all and only the typings of the EA-terms in the set. We prove that all typing
information of the infinite set of EA-term corresponding to a givenλ-term can be codified in a finite set
of canonical form, i.e., abstract EA-terms in normal form with respect to a suitable reduction relation
preserving typings.Canonical formsgive information on the box structure of the typing. Such structure
was only implicit in [4]. Moreover we prove that typing for abstract EA-terms is decidable, in the sense
that every abstract EA-term has a principaltyping scheme, from which all and only the typings for it can
be derived, through suitable operations. So we can deduce that aλ-term has all and only the typings of
the canonical forms corresponding to it, and, being the set of typeable ones finite, it has a finite number
of principal typings. All the proofs are constructive, in the sense that we show two algorithms, the first
one building, for everyλ-term, a subset of the canonical forms corresponding to it, containing all the
typeable ones, and the second one giving, for every abstract EA-term, either a negative answer or its
principal typing. The notion of principal typing we found is not standard. Indeed, the operations that
allow to obtain types from type schemes are substitutions under someconstraints, represented by linear
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equations.
Another example of type derivation for theλ-calculus, in a bounded complexity logic, is the one of

Baillot [2] and [3], assigning types in Light Affine Logic toλ-terms. Here the main problem is to deal
with two different modal operators. Related works are in [13, 9], in the field of linear decorations of
intuitionistic derivations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 theλEA-calculus and the type assignment system
`NEAL are recalled. Section 2 presents the abstract EA-terms, their canonical forms, their relation with
Λ and the algorithm building the set of canonical forms corresponding to a givenλ-term. In Section 3
the principal typing property for abstract EA-terms is proved. In Section 4 the principal typing property
for theλ-calculus is stated. The Appendix contains the proofs of correctness and completeness of the
algorithm computing the set of canonical forms.

Relation with [4]

Here we sketch the differences and similitudes with the approach in [4].
Both methods look for box decorations of the lambda term and collect sets of linear constraints.

However, in [4] the box structure of the EALproof-nets corresponding to the typing remains implicit
in the sense that it depends on the solution of the set of constraints, whereas the technique we show in
this paper allow to build the finite set of box structures associated to the term (the canonical abstract
elementary terms, in the following).

In [4] all decorations are superimposed and different solutions of the set of constraints may corre-
spond to different box structures. There also could be different solutions, instantiating different variables
but corresponding to the same decoration. This is due to the fact that decorations in [4] are not in normal
form (see Section 2). Moreover there could be solutions corresponding to incompatible box decorations.
In this paper we give an algorithm building only compatible box decorations and a type inference algo-
rithm collecting a set of linear constraints such that every solution corresponds to the same box structure
eventually differing in the number of box instantiated in the same place.

1. TheλEA-calculus

In this section we will briefly recall theλEA-calculus, as defined in [4], its typing rules, its relation with
theλ-calculus, and the problem of typability ofλ-calculus.

Definition 1.1. i) The set of terms of theλEA-calculus (ΛEA) is generated by the grammar:M ::=
x | λx.M | (M M) | ! (M)

[
M/x, . . . , M/x

]
| [M ]M=x,y where all variables occur at most once.

ΛEA is ranged over byM,N,P, Q. ≡ denotes the identity between terms, modulo names of bound
variables and modulo permutation in the order of listM/x, · · · , M/x of term! (M)

[
M/x, . . . , M/x

]
and in the order of the contracted variables in the term[M ]M=x,y.

ii) EA-typesare formulas of Elementary Affine Logic, and they are generated by the grammarA ::=
a | A ( A |!A wherea belongs to a countable set of basic type constants. EA-types will be
ranged over byA,B, C.
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x 6∈ dom(Γ)
Γ, x : A `NEAL x : A

(ax)
Γ `NEAL M :!A ∆, x :!A, y :!A `NEAL N : B (∗)

Γ,∆ `NEAL [N ]M=x,y : B
(contr)

Γ, x : A `NEAL M : B

Γ `NEAL λx.M : A ( B
(( I)

Γ `NEAL M : A ( B ∆ `NEAL N : A (∗)
Γ,∆ `NEAL (M N) : B

(( E)

∆1 `NEAL M1 :!A1

· · ·
∆n `NEAL Mn :!An

x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An `NEAL N : B (∗∗)

Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆n `NEAL! (N)
[
M1/x1, . . . ,

Mn/xn

]
:!B

!

(*) Γ and∆ are disjoint

(**) i 6= j implies∆i and∆j are disjoint and moreover they are disjoint from{x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An}.

Table 1. Type assignment system for EA-terms.

iii) EA-contextsare finite subsets of EA-type assignments to variables. Contexts are ranged over byΓ,
∆. If Γ = {x1 : A1, ..., xn : An}, thendom(Γ) = {x1, ..., xn}. Two contexts aredisjoint in case
their domains have empty intersection.

iv) The type assignment system̀NEAL assigns EA-types to EA-terms, starting from a context. The
rules of the system are given in Table 1. Notice that the requirement of disjoint contexts is not a
limitation to the expressive power of the affine calculus.

The following definition relates terms ofΛEA with the terms of the classicalλ-calculus.

Definition 1.2. i) The set of terms of theλ-calculus (Λ) are defined by the grammarM ::= x |
(MM) | λx.M .

By abuse of notation,Λ will be ranged over byM,N,P, Q, asΛEA, being the different meaning
clear from the context. Moreover≡ is extended to denote the syntactical identity onλ-terms,
modulo names of bound variables.

ii) The translation function()∗ : ΛEA → Λ is defined by induction on the structure of the EA-term
as follows:

(x)∗ = x (λx.M)∗ = λx.(M)∗ ((M1 M2))∗ = ((M1)∗ (M2)∗)

(!(M)[M1/x1, · · · , Mn/xn])∗ = (M)∗{(M1)∗/x1, . . . , (Mn)∗/xn}
([M ]N=x1,x2)

∗ = (M)∗{(N)∗/x1, (N)∗/x2}
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whereM{M1/x1, · · · , Mn/xn} denotes the simultaneous substitution of the free variablexi by
Mi (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

In order to extend toΛ the notion of type assignment with EA-types, let us introduce a particular
class of EA-terms, the simple ones, which correspond, if translated into proofnets, to contract at most
variables. We discard EA-terms contracting non trivial subterms otherwise we loose the possibility of
reducing lambda terms with the Lamping’s abstract algorithm.

Definition 1.3. i) The lengthL(M) of an EA-termM is defined inductively as follows:

L(x) = 0; L(λx.M) = 1 + L(M); L((M N)) = 1 + L(M) + L(N);
L(! (M)

[
M1/x1, . . . ,

Mn/xn

]
) = L(M) +

∑n
i=1 L(Mi);

L([M ]N=x,y) = L(M) + L(N).

ii) An EA-term M is simpleif and only if

1. If [M1]M2=x,y is a subterm ofM then(M2)∗ is a variable,

2. L(M) = L((M)∗)

Condition ii)2. is not redundant. IndeedM ≡!([(x1(x2y))]x=x1,x2)[
(z w)/x, k/y] does not violate con-

dition ii)1. butL(M) = L((M)∗)− 1.

Definition 1.4. Let M ∈ Λ and letEAM = {N | N ∈ ΛEA, N is simple and(N)∗ = M}. Then
Γ `NEAL M : A if and only if Γ `NEAL P : A, for someP ∈ EAM . EAM is the set of EA-terms
correspondingto M .

Remark 1.1. It can be easily checked that the condition to be simple is not preserved under reduction.
Consequently, the notion of typability we give for theλ-calculus does not enjoy the subject reduction
property. But this lack does not invalidate our result. As a matter of fact, we want to use the notion of
typability just as an initial check: in fact, if a term can be typed, then it can be evaluated with the Lamp-
ing’s abstract algorithm. Since the algorithm reduces untyped terms, subject reduction is not needed.
Finally notice that if we relax the constraint about simple terms it is no more assured that the term can
be reduced with the Lamping’s abstract algorithm.

The cardinality ofEAM is always infinite, for allM ∈ Λ, thanks to the possibility of replacing
variables by variables in (!) subterms. In the following example, an infinite set of terms ofΛEA, all
corresponding to theλ-termλxy.(x(xy)), is shown. Note that the replacement of variables by variables
in (!) subterms cannot be avoided, since it is necessary for writing EA-terms corresponding to non linear
λ-terms.

Example 1.1. The EA-terms21 and22, defined as:

λx.[λy.!((x3(x2y1)))[x1/x3,
x0/x2,

y/y1]]x=x0,x1

λx.[λy.!(!((x5(x4y2)))[x3/x5,
x2/x4,

y1/y2])[x1/x3,
x0/x2,

y/y1]]x=x0,x1
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and, in general, for everyn ≥ 1, the EA-term2n, defined as:

λx.[λy. !(!(...!︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

(x2n+1(x2nyn)) [x2(n−1)+1/x2n+1,
x2(n−1)/x2n, yn−1/yn]...)[x1/x3,

x0/x2,
y/y1]︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

]x=x0,x1

belong toEAλxy.(x(xy)).

So, at a first look, the problem ofEA-typability for the λ-calculus seems to be at most semi-
decidable. But we will see in the following section that for everyM , it is possible to give a finite
representation of a subset ofEAM , containing all its typeable elements.

2. Abstract EA-terms and Canonical Forms

In this section the notion of abstract EA-term, and a type assignment for assigning EA-types to them are
introduced. The notion of abstract EA-term allows for a finite representation of the setEAM , for every
M ∈ Λ. In fact, an abstract EA-termM describes an infinite set of EA-terms, which can differ from
each other in the number of nested occurrences of both the ! constructor and the contraction constructor.
Moreover a reduction relation on abstract EA-terms is defined, which allows to choose a representative
of each equivalence class of abstract EA-terms, in such a way that the typings of the terms belonging to
the setEAM , for everyM , are all and only the typings of a finite set of abstract EA-terms in normal
forms (called canonical forms).

Definition 2.1. The setAbsEA of abstract EA-termsis generated by the following grammar:

M ::= x | λx.M | (M M) | [M ]Slist | ∇(M)[N1/x1, · · · , Nk/xk]
Slist ::= N → (x̂) | N → (x̂), Slist

with the condition that every variable occurs at most once in a term and wherex̂ denotes a list of variables
x1, . . . , xn. We will call contraction termsthe terms of the shape[M ]Slist andmodal termsthe terms of
the shape∇(M)[N1/x1, · · · , Nk/xk]. If x̂i is a list of variables, its j-th component is denoted byxi,j .
≡ is extended to denote the syntactical identity onAbsEA-terms, modulo names of bound variables

and permutations in the order of the listsx̂, Slist andN1/x1, · · · , Nk/xk.

The type assignment system assigning formulas of EAL to terms ofAbsEA is shown in Table 2. Note
that the main differences between this system and that one forΛEA are that the rule (!m) is parametric,
in the sense that it can assign a type having any numberm > 0 of modalities, and the rule (contr) allows
for contracting simultaneously any set of different variables.

Notation 1. The context of the rightmost premise of rule (contr) in Table 2 has been written on sev-
eral lines just for problems of space. It should be read as∆, x1,1 :!A1, . . . , x1,n1 :!A1, . . . , xk,1 :
!Ak, . . . , xk,nk

:!Ak.
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x /∈ dom(Γ)
Γ, x : A `abs x : A

(ax)

Γ, x : A `abs M : B

Γ `abs λx.M : A ( B
(( I)

Γ `abs M : A ( B ∆ `abs N : A (∗)
Γ,∆ `abs M N : B

(( E)

Γ1 `abs N1 :!A1

...

Γk `abs Nk :!Ak

x1,1 :!A1, . . . , x1,n1 :!A1,
...

∆, xk,1 :!Ak, . . . , xk,nk
:!Ak `abs M : B (∗∗)

Γ1, . . . ,Γk,∆ `abs [M ]N1→(x1,1,··· ,x1,n1 ),...,Nk→(xk,1,··· ,xk,nk
) : B

(contr)

Γ1 `abs N1 :

m︷︸︸︷
!...! A1

...

Γk `abs Nk :

m︷︸︸︷
!...! Ak x1 : A1, . . . , xk : Ak `abs M : B m > 0 (∗ ∗ ∗)

∆,Γ1, . . . ,Γk `abs ∇(M)[N1/x1, · · · , Nk/xn] : !...!︸︷︷︸
m

B
(!m)

(*) Γ and∆ are disjoint

(**) i 6= j impliesΓi andΓj are disjoint, and moreover they are disjoint from∆,

{x1,1 :!A1, . . . , x1,n1 :!A1, . . . , xk,1 :!Ak, . . . , xk,nk
:!Ak}

(***) i 6= j impliesΓi andΓj are disjoint, and moreover they are disjoint from∆,

{x1 : A1, . . . , xk : Ak}.

Table 2. Type assignment system forAbsEA-terms.
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The relation between abstract EA-terms and EA-terms is expressed by the two functionsemb :
ΛEA → AbsEA andbme : AbsEA →P(ΛEA) defined in the following.

emb(x) = x

emb(λx.M) = λx.emb(M)
emb((M1 M2)) = (emb(M1) emb(M2))
emb([M ]N=x,y) = [emb(M)]emb(N)→(x,y)

emb(!(M)[N1/x1, · · · , Nk/xk]) = ∇(emb(M))[emb(N1)/x1, · · · , emb(Nk)/xk]

bme(x) = {x}
bme(λx.M) = {λx.M ′|M ′ ∈ bme(M)}

bme((M1 M2) = {(M ′
1 M ′

2)|M ′
1 ∈ bme(M1) ∧M ′

2 ∈ bme(M2)}

bme
(
∇(M)[N1/x1, · · ·Nk/xk]

)
= {

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
!(· · ·!(M ′)

n−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
[y1,1/x1, . . . , yk,1/xk]) · · · )[N

′
1/y1,n, . . .

. . . , N ′
k/yk,n] |M ′ ∈ bme(M) ∧N ′

i ∈ bme(Ni) ∧ n > 0}

(whereyi,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and1 ≤ j ≤ n are fresh variables)

bme([M ]N→(x1,1,x1,2,...,x1,n1 ),···) = bme
([

[M ]y→(x1,1,x1,2)

]
N→(y,x1,3,...,x1,n1 ),···

)
(wherey is a fresh variable)

bme([M ]N1→(x1,1,x1,2),N2→(cx2),···) = bme
([

[M ]N1→(x1,1,x1,2)

]
N2→(cx2),···

)
bme([M ]N→(x1,x2)) = {[M ′]N ′=x1,x2 |M ′ ∈ bme(M) ∧N ′ ∈ bme(N)}

bme([M ]N→(x)) = bme(M{N/x}).

The following lemma holds:

Lemma 2.1. i) ∀M ∈ ΛEA Γ `NEAL M : A⇒ Γ `abs emb(M) : A.

ii) ∀M ∈ AbsEA Γ `abs M : A⇒ ∃M ′ ∈ bme(M) Γ `NEAL M ′ : A.

Proof:
Pointi) trivially holds by structural inductive hypothesis.
Pointii) can be proved by induction on the measure (number of subterms of kind[M ]N→(x), structural
size ofM ). If M is a modal term and its typing isΓ `abs M : !...!︸︷︷︸

m

B, then it is sufficient to choose the

EAL-term inbme(M) of the shape!(....!(︸ ︷︷ ︸
m

M)...).

If M is a contraction term[M ′]N→(x) then the measure ofM ′{N/x} strictly decreases because all
variables in abstract terms are linear, hence we can apply the inductive hypothesis.
All the other cases are trivial. ut
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Example 2.1. bme(λx.[λy.(∇(x3(x2y1)))[x1/x3,
x0/x2,

y/y1]]x→x0,x1) = {2n | n ≥ 1}, where2n is
defined in Example 1.1.

The reduction relation→Can between abstractEA-terms, defined in Table 3, is the operational coun-
terpart of some commuting conversions on proofs in NEAL. In fact, let us consider the two abstract
EA-terms:

X ≡ λxy.[[(yx1x2x3)]z→(x1,x2)]x→(z,x3) andY ≡ λxy.[(yx1x2x3)]x→(x1,x2,x3).

X andY represent the same set ofEA-terms, and they have the same types. Indeed, type derivations for
X andY differ just in the fact that the contraction ofx1, x2, x3 into x is made in two steps forX and in
one step forY . So we chooseY as representative of both terms, and we putX →Can Y . Moreover, let
us consider the two modal terms:

X ′ ≡ ∇(∇(M)[y1/x1, ...,
yk/xk])[N1/y1, ...,

Nk/yk] andY ′ ≡ ∇(M)[N1/x1, ...,
Nk/xk].

bme(X ′) ⊆ bme(Y ′), and for every type derivation forX ′ there is a type derivation forY ′, both de-
riving a type of the shape!...!︸︷︷︸

m

A, for someA. The two derivations differ just in the fact that, while

them modalities are introduced forY in one application of the rule!m, the derivation forX uses two
applications of the same rule. So we putX ′ →Can Y ′. The other rules composing→Can are moti-
vated by similar reasonings. Intuitively, the second rule removes useless boxes, the third rule removes
useless substitutions, rules from the fourth to the eighth remove useless contractions and rules from the
ninth to the twenty-second move contractions outside other contractions, boxes, applications and lambda
abstractions.

Notation 2. For readability reasons we use the following notation in Table 3:

• we put in evidence the element of a list that is involved in the rewriting rule by writing it as the
first element, but the rule can be applied even in the case that the element involved is not the first
one;

• when we writeSlist we mean a non empty list, when we write “. . .” (dots) we mean an eventually
empty list;

• variablesy are always fresh;

• M{ŷ/x̂} stands for the complete renaming of variablesx̂ in the termM with ŷ.

The reduction→Can enjoys all the good properties we expected, namely the following lemma holds.

Lemma 2.2. i) [Confluence] The reduction→Can is confluent.

ii) [Subject reduction] LetM ∈ AbsEA andM →∗
Can N , thenΓ `abs M : A⇒ Γ `abs N : A.

iii) [Normalization] The reduction→Can is normalizing.

Proof:
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∇
(
∇(M)[z1/x1,··· ,zn/xn]

)
[M1/z1,··· ,Mn/zn]→Can∇(M)[M1/x1,...,Mn/xn]

∇(x)[M/x]→CanM

∇(M)[N/x,··· ]→Can∇(M)[··· ] if x/∈FV(M)

[
[M ]x→(bz),Slist

]
N→(x, bw),...

→Can

[
[M{by/bz}]Slist

]
N→(by, bw),...[

[M ]x→(bz)

]
N→(x, bw),...

→Can [M ]N→(bz, bw),...

[M ]N→(x,z,...),...→Can [M ]N→(z,...),... if x/∈FV(M)

[M ]N→(x),Slist→Can [M{N/x}]Slist

[M ]N→(x)→CanM{N/x}

[
[M ]N→(bx),Slist′

]
Slist

→Can

[
[M{by/bx}]Slist′

]
N→(by),Slist

if FV(N) ∩ CV(Slist) = ∅[
[M ]N→(bx)

]
Slist

→Can [M ]N→(bx),Slist if FV(N) ∩ CV(Slist) = ∅

[M ][N ]P→(bz),Slist→(bx),...→Can [[M ][N{by/bz}]Slist→(bx),...]P→(by)

[M ][N ]P→(bz)→(bx),...→Can [[M ]N{by/bz}→(bx),...]P→(by)

∇(M)[
[N ]P→(bz),Slist/x,··· ]→Can [∇(M)[[N{by/bz}]Slist/x,··· ]]

P→(by)

∇(M)[
[N ]P→(bz)/x,··· ]→Can [∇(M)[N{by/bz}/x,··· ]]

P→(by)

∇([M ]x→(bx),Slist)[
N/x,··· ]→Can

[
∇([M ]Slist)[by/bx,··· ]

]
N→(by)

∇([M ]x→(bx))[
N/x,··· ]→Can

[
∇(M)[by/bx,··· ]

]
N→(by)

([M ]P→(bz),Slist N)→Can [([M{by/bz}]Slist N)]P→(by)

([M ]P→(bz) N)→Can [(M{by/bz} N)]P→(by)

(M [N ]P→(bz),Slist)→Can [(M [N{by/bz}]Slist)]P→(by)

(M [N ]P→(bz))→Can [(M N{by/bz})]P→(by)

λx.[M ]N→(bz),Slist→Can [λx.[M{by/bz}]Slist]N→(by) if x /∈ SFV(N → (bz)) ∪ SSV(N → (bz))

λx.[M ]N→(bz)→Can [λx.(M{by/bz})]N→(by) if x /∈ SFV(N → (bz)) ∪ SSV(N → (bz))

Free, Contracted and Banged Variables for EA-terms:

FV(x) ={x} FV(∇(M)[N1/x1,··· ,Nk/xk])=
Sk

i=1 FV(Ni)

FV(λx.M)=FV(M)\{x} FV(N→(x1,...,xn),Slist)=FV(N)∪FV(Slist)

FV((M1 M2))=FV(M1)∪FV(M2) CV(N→(x1,...,xn),Slist)={x1,...,xn}∪CV(Slist)

FV([M ]Slist)=(FV(M)\CV(Slist))∪FV(Slist) BV(M/x,Blist)={x}∪BV(Blist)

Shared free variables and single shared variables:

SFV(x→(x1,...,xn),Slist)=SFV(Slist) SFV(M→(x1,...,xn),Slist)=FV(M)∪SFV(Slist)

SSV(x→(x1,...,xn),Slist)={x}∪SSV(Slist) SSV(M→(x1,...,xn),Slist)=SSV(Slist)

Table 3. Reduction relation→Can for AbsEA terms.
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i) We prove the confluence by cases using the fact that all variables occur linearly. We show the
critical pairs between the rules of→Can and we leave the easy cases to the reader. In the following
we use the notationi↔ j to indicate the critical pair between theith and thejth rule of→Can . We

also write
i→ to indicate a single step of reduction using theith rule of→Can and

(i,j)∗−−−→ to indicate
a positive number of steps of reduction using theith and/orjth rule of→Can . Finally when the
term involved in the rule is clear from the context, we just write the sequence of reduction steps

needed to get the confluence (for example, in the first case below we could just write
1−→≡α

2←−).

(case1↔ 2)
∇(∇(x)[z1/x])[M1/z1]

1−→ ∇(x)[M1/x] ≡α ∇(z1)[M1/z1]
2←− ∇(∇(x)[z1/x])[M1/z1]

(case1↔ 3)

∇(∇(M)[z1/x1, · · · , zn/xn])[M1/z1, · · · , Mn/zn] 3−→

∇(∇(M)[z2/x2, · · · , zn/xn])[M1/z1, · · · , Mn/zn] 3−→

∇(∇(M)[z2/x2, · · · , zn/xn])[M2/z2, · · · , Mn/zn] 1−→
∇(M)[M2/x2, · · · , Mn/xn]
3←− ∇(M)[M1/x1, · · · , Mn/xn]

1←− ∇(∇(M)[z1/x1, · · · , zn/xn])[M1/z1, · · · , Mn/zn]

Notice that the case when rule 3 applies to the outermost∇ cannot exists because by defini-
tion of rule 1 all variables substituted by the outermost∇ are free variables of the term inside
the box.

(case1↔ 13) 1−→ 13−→≡α
1←− 13←− and analogously for case1↔ 14.

(case1↔ 15)

∇(∇([M ]x1→(cx1),Slist)[
z1/x1, · · · zn/xn])[M1/z1, · · · , Mn/zn] 1−→

∇([M ]x1→(cx1),Slist)[
M1/x1, · · · , Mn/xn] 15−→[

∇([M ]Slist)[by/x̂1, · · · , Mn/xn]
]
M1→(by)

≡α

[
∇([M ]Slist)[ bw/x̂1, · · · , Mn/xn]

]
M1→( bw)

1←−
[
∇(∇([M ]Slist)[by/x̂1, · · · zn/xn])[ bw/ŷ, · · · , Mn/zn]

]
M1→( bw)

16←− ∇(
[
∇([M ]Slist)[by/x̂1, · · · zn/xn]

]
z1→(by)

)[M1/z1, · · · , Mn/zn]

15←− ∇(∇([M ]x1→(cx1),Slist)[
z1/x1, · · · zn/xn])[M1/z1, · · · , Mn/zn].

and analogously for case1↔ 16:
1−→ 16−→≡α

1←− 16←− 16←−.

(case2↔ 13) 2−→≡α
10←− 2←− 13←− and analogously for case2↔ 14:

2−→≡α
2←− 14←−.

(case3↔ 13) 3−→≡α
(6,7,8)∗←−−−− 13←− by definition of substitution, using the fact that all variables occur

linearly. Analogously for case3↔ 14:
3−→≡α

(6,7,8)∗←−−−− 14←−.
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(case4↔ 7)[
[M ]x→(bz),Slist

]
N→(x),...

4−→ [[M{ŷ/ẑ}]Slist]N→(by),...

9←−
[
[M ]N→(bz),Slist

]
...

7←−
[
[M ]x→(bz),Slist

]
N→(x),...

using the fact that all variables occur linearly. The case when rule 7 applies to the innermost
contraction is similar. The case4↔ 8 is similar.

(case4↔ 13) 4−→ 13−→≡α
4←− 13←− 9←− 13←−. Similarly for cases4 ↔ i wherei ∈ {15, 17, 19, 21}, the

thesis holds by
4−→ i−→≡α

4←− i←− 9←− i←−. Analogously for cases4↔ i wherei ∈ {14, 16, 18, 20, 22},
the thesis holds by

4−→ i−→≡α
4←− (i,i−1)←−−−− i←−. Finally cases5 ↔ i wherei ∈ {7, 8, 13, . . . , 22}

are similar to the cases involving rule 4 but the use of rule 10 instead of 9.

(case9↔ 11)[
[M ][N ]P→(bz),Slist1→(bx),Slist2

]
Slist3

9−→

[[M{ŷ/x̂}]Slist2][N ]P→(bz),Slist1→(by),Slist3
11−→[

[[M{ŷ/x̂}]Slist2][N{ bw/bz}]Slist1→(by),Slist3

]
P→( bw)

(9,10)∗−−−−→

[[M{ŷ/x̂}]Slist2][N{ bw/bz}]Slist1→(by),Slist3,P→( bw)

9←−
[
[M ][N{ bw/bz}]Slist1→(bx),Slist2

]
P→( bw),Slist3

10←−
[[

[M ][N{ bw/bz}]Slist1→(bx),Slist2

]
P→( bw)

]
Slist3

11←−
[
[M ][N ]P→(bz),Slist1→(bx),Slist2

]
Slist3

.

(case11↔ 13)

∇(M)[
[N ][P ]Q→(bx),Slist1→(bz),Slist2/x, · · · ] 11−→

∇(M)[[
[N ][P{by/bx}]Slist1→(bz),Slist2]Q→(by)/x, · · · ] 14−→[

∇(M)[[N ][P{by/bx}]Slist1→(bz),Slist2{ bw/by}/x, · · · ]
]
Q→( bw)

13−→[[
∇(M)[[N{bu/bz}]Slist2/x, · · · ]

]
[P{ bw/bx}]Slist1→(bu)

]
Q→( bw)

11←−
[
∇(M)[[N{bu/bz}]Slist2/x, · · · ]

]
[P ]Q→(bx),Slist1→(bu)

13←− ∇(M)[
[N ][P ]Q→(bx),Slist1→(bz),Slist2/x, · · · ].

Other cases are left to the reader.

ii) The thesis holds by induction on the length of reductionM →∗
Can N and by cases on the last rule

of the reduction. Cases 1, 2, 5, 10, 15 and 16 are straightforward by definition of`abs. For the
other cases we need some properties:
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a. Γ `abs M : A ⇒ Γ �FV(M)`abs M : A;

b. Γ `abs M : A ⇒ Γ{y/x} `abs M{y/x} : A wherey is a fresh variable;

c. Γ `abs M : A and∆, x : A `abs N : B, Γ and∆ disjoint,⇒ Γ,∆ `abs N{M/x} : B.

We leave the proof of the properties above to the reader. They are all standard proofs by induction
on the length of the derivation.

Cases 3 and 6 use property a. Cases 4, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 use property b.
Cases 7 and 8 use property c.

iii) Consider the size|M | of an abstract termM defined as follows:

– |x| = 1;

– |λx.M | = 1 + |M |;
– |(M N)| = 1 + |M |+ |N |;
– |∇(M)[M1/x1, · · · , Mn/xn]| = 1 + |M |+

∑n
i=1 |Mi|

– |[M ]N1→(x1,1,...,x1,n1 ),...,Nk→(xk,1,...,xk,nk
)| = 1 + |M |+ k +

∑k
i=1 |Ni|+

∑k
i=1 ni.

Given a contraction subterm[N ]N1→(cx1),...,Nk→(cxk) of a termM we define the measures:

– νSlist(Ni → (x̂i)) as the number of structural connectives forSlist in the path from the root
of the syntax tree ofM to the root ofNi;

– ν∇(Ni → (x̂i)) as the number of structural connectives for∇ in the path from the root ofM
to the root ofNi;

– ν@, νλ respectively count the number of applications and lambda abstractions;

– ν[·](Ni → (x̂i)) as the number of structural connectives for contraction.

Finally we defineνSlist(M) =
∑

νSlist(Ni → (x̂i)) where the sum ranges over all subterm
Ni → (x̂i) of M . Analogously we defineν∇(M), ν@(M), νλ(M) andν[·](M).

Rules from the1st to the8th and rule 10 strictly decrease the size|M |. Rule 9 decreasesν[·](M).
Rules 11 and 12 increaseν[·](M) but decreaseνSlist(M). Rules from the13th to the16th in-
creaseν[·](M) but decreaseν∇(M). Rules from the17th to the20th increaseν[·](M) but decrease
ν@(M). Rules 21 and 22 increaseν[·](M) but decreaseνλ(M). Hence at every step→Can de-
creases the measure(ν@(M) + νλ(M) + ν∇(M) + νSlist(M), ν[·](M), |M |).

ut

Definition 2.2. We extend, omitting the identical cases, the definition of translation and length functions
and the definition of simple term to the abstract terms in the following way:

i) The translation function()∗ : AbsEA → Λ is defined as follows:

(∇(M)[M1/x1, · · · , Mn/xn])∗ = (M)∗{(M1)∗/x1, . . . , (Mn)∗/xn}
([M ]N1→(cx1),...,Nk→(cxk))

∗ = (M)∗{(N1)∗/x1,1, . . . , (N1)∗/x1,n1 , . . . , (Nk)∗/xk,nk
}
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ii) The lengthL(M) of an abstract EA-term is defined as follows:

L(∇(M)[M1/x1, · · · , Mn/xn]) = L(M) +
n∑

i=1

L(Mi)

L([M ]N1→(cx1),...,Nk→(cxk)) = L(M) +
k∑

i=1

L(Ni).

iii) An abstract EA-termM is simpleif and only if

1. if [P1]N1→(cx1),...,Nk→(cxk) is a subterm ofM , then(Ni)∗ is a variable, for alli (1 ≤ i ≤ k)

2. L(M) = L((M)∗)

Lemma 2.3. 1. For any EA-termM , (M)∗ = (emb(M))∗;

2. for everyP ∈ bme(M), (P )∗ = (M)∗;

3. for every abstract EA-termM , M →Can N implies(M)∗ = (N)∗.

Proof:
All points are straightforward by definition of(·)∗ and by linearity of variable occurrences. ut

Let us callcanonical formsthe abstract EA-terms in normal forms with respect to the reduction→Can .
Notice that the normal form of a simple abstract EA-term is simple too. Hence the typability problem of
λ-calculus can be reduced to the typability of simple canonical abstract terms.

Lemma 2.4. For everyM ∈ Λ, letC(M) = {P ∈ AbsEA | P is canonical and simple and(P )∗ = M}.
ThenΓ `NEAL M : A if and only if Γ `abs N : A, for someN ∈ C(M).

Proof:
(only if) Γ `NEAL M : A implies, by definition,Γ `NEAL P : A, for someP ∈ EAM , which in its turn
implies, by Lemma 2.1.i),Γ `abs emb(P ) : A. So, ifN is the canonical form ofemb(P ), Γ `abs N : A,
by Lemma 2.2.ii) and(N)∗ = (P )∗ = M by Lemma 2.3. By definition,N ∈ C(M).

(if) Γ `abs N : A, for someN ∈ C(M), implies, by Lemma 2.1.ii), there isP ∈ bme(N) such
that Γ `NEAL P : A. Note thatP is simple by definition ofC(M). SoΓ `NEAL (P )∗ : A, and, by
Lemma 2.3M = (N)∗ = (P )∗, the proof is given. ut

Given a pureλ-term M , the algorithmC computes a subset ofC(M), containing all its typeable
elements. The algorithm is shown in Table 2. In order to define it, we need some notations.

Informally, the algorithm does a combinatorial job. It uses three auxiliary functions,T, F andF′.
F is responsible for building the set of modal terms substituting only the free variables of the term,F′
computes all possible decompositions of the term such that it is possible to build a modal term. Finally,
T deals with the other constructors, i.e.λ-abstraction, application and contraction. The rules ofC can be
intuitively read as follows:

• the setC(M) is the set computed byT andF. If there are free variables non linear inM then you
have to contract them and rename all the occurrences;
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• the setC(x) is the singleton{x};

• the set of (possibly typeable) canonical forms of aλ-abstraction is the set ofλ-abstractions of the
(possibly typeable) canonical forms of the body. If the bound variables is not linear then you have
to contract it and rename all the occurrences in the body;

• the set of (possibly typeable) canonical forms of an application is the set of applications built
from the non-modal (possibly typeable) canonical forms of the left subterm (onlyT) applied to the
(possibly typeable) canonical forms of the right subterm.

The algorithmC is correct and complete, as proved in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. ∀M ∈ Λ

i) [Soundness]C(M) ⊆ C(M);

ii) [Completeness]N ∈ C(M) and∃Γ, A s.t.Γ `abs N : A impliesN ∈ C(M).

Proof:
See the Appendix. ut

From soundness and completeness ofC follows the theorem below, stating the key property for the
decidability of EA-typing forλ-terms .

Theorem 2.2. For everyM ∈ Λ, the set of typeable abstract EA-term inC(M) is finite.

3. Principal Typing for `abs

In this section we will prove that̀ abs enjoys the principal typing property, i.e., every typing can be
derived from a particular typing scheme by means of suitable operations. First of all, let us introduce the
notion oftype scheme.

Definition 3.1. i) Functional type schemesandtype schemesare respectively defined by the follow-
ing grammars:

µ ::= α | σ ( σ

σ ::= µ |!pσ

where theexponentialp is defined by the following grammar:

p ::= n | p + p

α belongs to a countable set of scheme variables, andn belongs to a countable set of literals.
Scheme variables are ranged over byα, β, γ, functional type schemes are ranged over byµ, ν,
type schemes are ranged over byσ, τ, ρ, and exponentials are ranged over byp, q, r. LetT denote
the set of type schemes.
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Notation 3. Let L(M) be thelinearizationof M with respect to all its free variables and letLx(M)
be the set of fresh variables generated byL during the linearization ofx in M . I.e. if M = (x(xyy))
thenL(M) = (x1(x2y1y2)) andLx(M) = {x1, x2}, Ly(M) = {y1, y2} andLz(M) = ∅ for any other
variablez.
Moreover, for readability reasons, we use a sort of meta-notation in the definition ofC below: if T1 and
T2 are two sets of terms, thenT1@T2 is the set of all terms obtained by applying a term ofT1 to a term
of T2, and, in general, ifR is any term constructor,(R T1 . . . Tn) is the set of terms obtained by applying
R to every combination of terms inT1 . . . Tn.
Finally, by M 6= x we mean thatM is not structurally equivalent to a variable and by∈i>1 we mean
occurs multiple.

C(M) = if ∃x1, . . . , xk ∈i>1 FV(M)
then

[
T(L(M)) ∪ F(L(M))

]
x1→(Lx1 (M)),...,xk→(Lxk

(M))

else T(M) ∪ F(M)

T(x) = {x}
T(λx.M) = if x ∈i>1 FV(M) then λx.

[
T(L(M)) ∪ F(L(M))

]
x→(Lx(M))

else λx.(T(M) ∪ F(M))

T((M N)) = T(M)@
(

T(N) ∪ F(N)
)

F(x) = F′(x) = ∅
F(M 6= x) = F′(M) ∪ ∇

(
F′(M{ẑ/FV(M)}) ∪ T(M{ẑ/FV(M)})

)
[FV(M)/ẑ]

F′(M 6= x) = ∀M1, . . . ,Mn, P, n > 0 s.t.M ≡ P{M1/y1, · · · ,Mn/yn}
{y1, . . . , yn+k} = FV(P ) P 6= x ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n Mi 6= x

∇
(
T(P{ẑk

1/ŷn+k
n+1}) ∪ F′(P{ẑk

1/ŷn+k
n+1})

)[T(M1)∪F(M1)/y1, · · · , T(Mn)∪F(Mn)/yn, ŷn+k
n+1/ẑk

1

]
where ẑ and ẑk

1 are fresh variables.̂zk
1/ŷn+k

n+1 stands forz1/yn+1, · · · , zk/yn+k, ẑ/FV(M) stands for
the complete renaming of free variables ofM with fresh ones, andFV(M)/ẑ stands for the inverse
substitution.

Table 4. The algorithmC
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U(α, α) = 〈∅, []〉 (U1)

α is a scheme variable not occurring inτ

U(α, τ) = 〈∅, [α 7→ τ ]〉 (U2)

α is a scheme variable not occurring inσ

U(σ, α) = 〈∅, [α 7→ σ]〉 (U3)

U(µ, ν) = 〈C, s〉
U(!p1 ...!pnµ, !q1 ...!qmν) = 〈C ∪ {p1 + ... + pn = q1 + ... + qm}, s〉

(U4)

U(σ1, τ1) = 〈C1, s1〉 U(s1(σ2), s1(τ2)) = 〈C2, s2〉
U(σ1 ( σ2, τ1 ( τ2) = 〈C1 ∪ C2, s1 ◦ s2〉

(U5)

In all other cases,U is undefined: for example bothU(α, α ( β) andU(!pα, σ ( τ) are undefined.
s1 ◦ s2 is the substitution such thats1 ◦ s2(σ) = s2(s1(σ)).

Table 5. The unification algorithm U

ii) A scheme substitutionis a function from type schemes to types, denoted by a pair of substitutions
〈S, X〉, whereS replaces scheme variables by types andX replaces literals by natural numbers
greater than 0. The application of〈S, X〉 to a type scheme is defined inductively as follows:

〈S, X〉(α) = S(α);

〈S, X〉(σ ( τ) = 〈S, X〉(σ) ( 〈S, X〉(τ);

〈S, X〉(!n1+...+niσ) = !...!︸︷︷︸
q

〈S, X〉(σ),

whereq = X(n1) + ... + X(ni).

≡ is extended to denote the syntactical identity between both types and type schemes.
In order to define the principal typing, we need a unification algorithm for type schemes. But first

some technical definitions are necessary.
Let =e be the relation between type schemes defined as follows:
α =e α; σ =e σ′ andτ =e τ ′ imply σ ( τ =e σ′ ( τ ′; σ =e τ implies !pσ =e!qτ . Roughly

speaking, two type schemes are=e if and only if they are identical modulo the exponentials.
The unification algorithm, which we will present in SOS style in Table 5, is a functionU from

T × T to pairs of the shape〈C, s〉, whereC (themodality set) is a set of natural linear constraints, in
the formp = q, wherep andq are exponentials, ands is a substitution, replacing scheme variables by
type schemes. A setC of linear constraints issolvableif there is a substitutionX from literals to natural
numbers such that, for every constraintn1 + ... + ni = m1 + ... + mj in C, X(n1) + ... + X(ni) =
X(m1) + ... + X(mj). Clearly the solvability of a set of linear constraints is a decidable problem.
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The following lemma proves that, ifU(σ, τ) = 〈C, s〉, thens is the most general unifier forσ andτ ,
with respect to=e.

Lemma 3.1. i) (correctness)U(σ, τ) = 〈C, s〉 impliess(σ) =e s(τ).

ii) (completeness)s(σ) =e s(τ) impliesU(σ, τ) = 〈C, s′〉 ands = s′ ◦ s′′, for somes′′.

Proof:
Both points are consequences of the fact that the rules (U1),(U2),(U3),(U5), if we do not care of linear
constraints, coincide with the unification algorithm for Curry types, which has been proved to be correct
and complete by Hindley [11]. Indeed, if types have not exponentials, the relation=e corresponds to
the identity relation between Curry types. Rule (U4) is easy, remembering that exponentials stand for
strictly positive natural numbers. ut

The following lemma extends the behavior ofU to scheme substitutions: it is the key lemma for
proving the correctness of our principal typing result.

Lemma 3.2. i) (correctness) LetU(σ, τ) = 〈C, s〉. Then, for every scheme substitution〈S, X〉,
such thatX is a solution ofC, 〈S, X〉(s(σ)) ≡ 〈S, X〉(s(τ)).

ii) (completeness)〈S, X〉(σ) ≡ 〈S, X〉(τ) impliesU(σ, τ) = 〈C, s〉, and〈S, X〉(σ) ≡ 〈S′, X〉(s(σ)),
〈S, X〉(τ) ≡ 〈S′, X〉(s(τ)) , for someS′, andX is a solution ofC.

Proof:

i) By induction on the definition ofU .
Thanks to the result of Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient to consider rule (U4), all other cases come
directly from the induction hypothesis. So letU(!p1 ...!pnµ, !q1 ...!qmν) = 〈C ∪ {p1 + ... + pn =
q1 + ... + qm}, s〉, whereU(µ, ν) = 〈C, s〉. LetX be a solution ofC ∪{p1 + ... + pn = q1 + ... +
qm}. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, for every substitutionS, 〈S, X〉(s(µ)) ≡ 〈S, X〉(s(ν)).
SinceX(p1 + ... + pn) = X(q1 + ... + qm), and sinces does not modify the exponentials,
〈S, X〉(s(!p1 ...!pnµ)) ≡ 〈S, X〉(s(!q1 ...!qmν)).

ii) By induction on the structure ofσ andτ .
Let σ ≡ α. 〈S, X〉(α) ≡ 〈S, X〉(τ) implies eitherτ ≡ α or α does not occur inτ . In the first case
the proof is obvious, in the second one, by rule (U2), U(α, τ) = 〈∅, [α 7→ τ ]〉, andS′ is such that,
for every variableβ occurring inτ , S′(β) ≡ S(β). Obviously everyX is a solution of the empty
set of constraints.
The caseτ is a scheme variable is symmetric.
Let σ ≡!p1 ...!pnµ. Then〈S, X〉(!p1 ...!pnµ) ≡ 〈S, X〉(τ) implies eitherτ is a scheme variable
(a case already considered), orτ ≡!q1 ...!qmν, for someqi andν (1 ≤ i ≤ m ). ThenX(p1 +
... + pn) = X(q1 + ... + qm) and 〈S, X〉(µ) ≡ 〈S, X〉(ν). So, by the induction hypothesis,
U(µ, ν) = 〈C, s〉, and〈S, X〉(µ) ≡ 〈S′, X〉(s(µ)) , for someS′ andX is a solution ofC. Then
X is a solution ofC ∪ {p1 + ... + pn = q1 + ... + qm} too.
The case where bothσ andτ are arrow schemes follows directly from the induction hypothesis. In
all other cases it cannot be〈S, X〉(σ) ≡ 〈S, X〉(τ).
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ut

Using U , we can now design an algorithm,PT , that, for every abstract EA-termM , either gives
a negative answer or builds a triple〈Θ, σ, C〉, whereΘ is a scheme context, i.e. a finite set of scheme
assignments,σ is a type scheme andC is a set of constraints. The algorithmPT is shown in Table 6;
note that it is defined modulo names of type variables.

For every termM ∈ AbsEA, PT (M), provided it exists, is the principal typing ofM , in the sense
that all and only the typings forM can be derived from it through scheme substitutions, as stated in the
next theorem. In the statement of the theorem, we will denote by〈S, X〉(Θ) ands(Θ) , whereΘ is a
scheme context, respectively the scheme context{x : 〈S, X〉(σ) | x : σ ∈ Θ} and{x : s(σ) | x : σ ∈
Θ}.

Theorem 3.1. (Principal typing for AbsEA)
i) (correctness)PT (Q) = 〈Θ, σ, C〉 implies, for all scheme substitution〈S, X〉 such thatX satis-

fies C, for all substitutions, 〈S, X〉(s(Θ)) `abs Q : 〈S, X〉(s(σ)), wheredom(〈S, X〉(Θ)) =
FV (Q).

ii) (completeness)Γ `abs Q : A implies PT (Q) = 〈Θ, σ, C〉 and there is a scheme substitution
〈S, X〉 such thatX satisfiesC, 〈S, X〉(Θ) = Γ �FV (Q) andA ≡ 〈S, X〉(σ) (whereΓ �FV (Q)

denotes the restriction of the contextΓ to the free variables ofQ).

Proof:

i) By induction onQ, using the fact that derivations are syntax directed.
If Q is a variable then the proof is obvious.
If Q ≡ λx.M , then the proof follows by induction.
Let Q ≡ MN , and letPT (MN) be defined as in the third point of Table 6. LetX be a so-
lution of C ∪ C1 ∪ C2. U(σ1, σ2 ( α) = 〈C, s〉 implies, by Lemma 3.2.i), that, for everyS,
〈S, X〉(s(σ1)) ≡ 〈S, X〉(s(σ2 ( α)). By induction〈S, X〉(s(Θ1)) `abs M : 〈S, X〉(s(σ2 (
α)) ≡ 〈S, X〉(s(σ2)) ( 〈S, X〉(s(α)) and〈S, X〉(s(Θ2)) `abs N : 〈S, X〉(s(σ2)). So the result
follows by rule (( E ). Note that, sinceFV (MN) = FV (M) ∪ FV (N), the condition on the
domain of the context follows immediately by induction.

Let Q ≡ [M ]N1→(cx1),...,Nk→(cxk), let PT (Q) be defined as in the fourth point of the defini-
tion of PT , and lets = s1 ◦ · · · ◦ sk. Let X be a solution ofC ∪

⋃
1≤j≤k Cj ∪

⋃
1≤j≤k C ′

j .
U(s1 ◦ ...◦si(Θ(xi+1,1)), ..., s1 ◦ ...◦si(Θ(xi+1,ni+1)), !

mi+1αi+1) = 〈C ′
i+1, si+1〉 (0 ≤ i ≤ k−1

) implies that, ifs = s1 ◦ ... ◦ sk, then, for everyS,
(*)〈S, X〉(s(Θ(xi+1,1))) ≡ ... ≡ 〈S, X〉(s(Θ(xi+1,ni+1))) ≡ 〈S, X〉(s(σi+1)) and moreover it is
of the shape!Ai+1 (0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1).
By the induction hypothesis〈S, X〉(s(Θ)) `abs M : 〈S, X〉(s(σ)) and 〈S, X〉(s(Θi)) `abs

Ni : 〈S, X〉(s(σi)). So by (*) we can derive〈S, X〉(s(Θ/x̂1, ..., x̂k ∪
⋃

1≤j≤k Θj))) `abs Q :
〈S, X〉(s(σ)). The restriction on the domain of the context follows immediately by induction.

Let Q ≡ ∇(M)[N1/x1, . . . , Nk/xk], and letPT (Q) be defined as in the fifth point of the defi-
nition of PT . Moreover, letX be a solution ofC ∪

⋃
1≤j≤k Cj ∪

⋃
1≤j≤k C ′

j . U(!n(s1 ◦ · · · ◦
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• PT (x) = 〈{x : α}, α, ∅〉, whereα is fresh;

• PT (λx.M) = let PT (M) = 〈Θ, σ, C〉 in
if Θ = Θ′ ∪ {x : τ} then 〈Θ′, τ ( σ,C〉

else 〈Θ, α ( σ,C〉 whereα is fresh;

• PT (M N) = let PT (M) = 〈Θ1, σ1, C1〉 and PT (N) = 〈Θ2, σ2, C2〉 (disjoint)
Let U(σ1, σ2 ( α) = 〈C, s〉 (α fresh)
in
〈s(Θ1 ∪Θ2), s(α), C ∪ C1 ∪ C2〉;

• PT ([M ]N1→(cx1),...,Nk→(cxk)) = let PT (M) = 〈Θ, σ, C〉 and
PT (Ni) = 〈Θi, σi, Ci〉 (all disjoint and disjoint fromPT (M))
and let U(Θ(x1,1), . . . ,Θ(x1,n1), σ1, !m1α1) = 〈C ′

1, s1〉
and U(s1◦ · · · ◦ si(Θ(xi+1,1)), . . . , s1 ◦ · · · ◦ si(Θ(xi+1,ni+1)),

s1 ◦ · · · ◦ si(σi+1),!mi+1αi+1) = 〈C ′
i+1, si+1〉

and s = s1 ◦ · · · ◦ sk

in〈s(Θ/x̂1, ..., x̂k ∪
⋃

1≤j≤k Θj), s(σ), C ∪
⋃

1≤j≤k Cj ∪
⋃

1≤j≤k C ′
j〉.

(whereαi andmi are fresh andΘ/x̂1, ..., x̂k denotes the context obtained
from Θ by deleting the assignments to variables inx̂i (1 ≤ i ≤ k) )

• PT (∇(M)[N1/x1, . . . , Nk/xk]) = let PT (M) = 〈Θ, σ, C〉
and PT (Ni) = 〈Θi, σi, Ci〉 (all disjoint and disjoint fromPT (M))
and let U(!nΘ(x1), σ1) = 〈C ′

1, s1〉
and U(!n(s1 ◦ · · · ◦ si(Θ(xi+1))), s1 ◦ · · · ◦si(σi+1)) = 〈C ′

i+1, si+1〉
and s = s1 ◦ · · · ◦ sk

in 〈s(
⋃

1≤j≤k Θj), !n(s(σ)), C ∪
⋃

1≤j≤k Cj ∪
⋃

1≤j≤k C ′
j〉 (n fresh).

where:

- U(σ1, σ2, . . . , σn) = let U(σ1, σ2) = 〈C1, s1〉
and let U(s1 ◦ · · · ◦ si(σi+1), s1 ◦ · · · ◦ si(σi+2)) = 〈Ci+1, si+1〉
in 〈C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cn, s1 ◦ · · · ◦ sn〉.

-PT (M) andPT (N) are disjoint if and only if both the set of scheme variables and of literals
occurring inPT (M) and these ofPT (N) have empty intersection.

Table 6. The principal typing algorithm PT
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si(Θ(xi+1))), s1 ◦ · · · ◦ si(σi+1)) = 〈C ′
i+1, si+1〉 implies that, ifs = s1 ◦ · · · ◦ sk, then, for every

S,
(*) 〈S, X〉(!ns(Θ(xi+1))) ≡ 〈S, X〉(s(σi+1))
and moreover
(**) if 〈S, X〉(s(Θ(xi+1))) = Ai+1 then〈S, X〉(s(σi+1)) = !...!︸︷︷︸

X(n)

Ai+1 (0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1).

By the induction hypothesis〈S, X〉(s(Θ)) `abs M : 〈S, X〉(s(σ)) and〈S, X〉(s(Θ(xi))) `abs

Ni : 〈S, X〉(s(σi)) anddom(〈S, X〉(s(Θ))) = FV (M) = {x1, ..., xk}. So, by (*) and (**) we
can apply rule (!m ), wherem is instantiated asX(n).

ii) By induction on the derivation ofΓ `abs Q : A.
In the case the last used rule is (ax) the proof is obvious, in the case it is (( I) it follows by
induction.
Let the last used rule be (( E). ThenQ ≡ (MN) andΓ1 `abs M : B ( A andΓ2 `abs N :
B, for someB and someΓ1,Γ2 such thatΓ1 andΓ2 are disjoint. By the induction hypothesis
PT (M) = 〈Θ1, σ1, C1〉 and PT (N) = 〈Θ2, σ2, C2〉; let they be disjoint. By the induction
hypothesis there is〈S, X〉 such that:
(*) 〈S, X〉(σ1) ≡ B ( A and〈S, X〉(σ2) ≡ B
(**) 〈S, X〉(Θ1) = Γ1 �FV (M) and〈S, X〉(Θ2) = Γ2 �FV (N)

(***) X satisfies bothC1 andC2.
(*) implies that, ifα is a fresh variable,〈S, X〉(σ1) ≡ 〈S, X〉(σ2 ( α) and so, by Lemma 3.2.ii),
U(σ1, σ2 ( α) = 〈C, s〉 andX is a solution ofC. SoX is a solution ofC ∪C1 ∪C2, and〈S, X〉
is the desired substitution.

Let the last rule be (contr). Then Q ≡ [M ]N1→(cx1),...,Nk→(cxk), and Γi `abs Ni :!Ai and
∆, x1,1 :!A1, ..., x1,n1 :!A1, ..., xk,1 :!Ak, ..., xk,nk

:!Ak `abs M : B (1 ≤ i ≤ k). Then by
the induction hypothesisPT (Ni) = 〈Θi, σi, Ci〉 andPT (M) = 〈Θ, σ, C〉; let they be disjoint.
Then there is〈S, X〉 such that
(*) 〈S, X〉(Θi) = Γi �FV (Ni), 〈S, X〉(σi) ≡!Ai, 〈S, X〉(Θ) = (∆, x1,1 :!A1, ..., x1,n1 :!A1, ..., xk,1 :
!Ak, ..., xk,nk

:!Ak) �FV (M) and〈S, X〉(σ) ≡ B.
This impliesΘ(xi,j) andσi can be unified, and moreover they are of the shape!piρi, for somepi

andρi(1 ≤ j ≤ ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ k). SoPT (Q) is defined, and it is as in Table 6. MoreoverX is a
solution ofC ∪

⋃
1≤j≤k Cj ∪

⋃
1≤j≤k C ′

j . Then〈S, X〉 is the desired scheme substitution.

Let the last used rule be(!m). ThenQ ≡ ∇(M)[N1/x1, . . . , Nk/xk]. Γ `abs Q : A impliesA
is of the shape!...!︸︷︷︸

h

B, for someh, Γ ⊇ ∪
⋃

1≤i≤k ∆k, ∆i ` Ni : !...!︸︷︷︸
h

Ai andx1 : A1, ..., xk :

Ak `abs M : B (1 ≤ i ≤ k ) . By the induction hypothesisPT (M) = 〈Θ, σ, C〉 andPT (Ni) =
〈Θi, σi, Ci〉 (1 ≤ i ≤ k ). Then there is〈S, X〉 such thatX satisfiesC ∪

⋃
1≤i≤k Ci and

(*) 〈S, X〉(Θ) = {x1 : A1, ..., xk : Ak}
(**) 〈S, X〉(σ) = B
(***) 〈S, X〉(Θi) = ∆i �FV (Ni)

(****) 〈S, X〉(σi) = !...!︸︷︷︸
h

Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ k ).

So there isn such thatX(n) = h and 〈S, X〉(σi) =!n〈S, X〉(Θ(xi)). So, by Lemma 3.2.ii),
U(!nΘ(xi), σi) is defined, for alli (1 ≤ i ≤ k ). So PT (M) exists, it is as in Table 6, and
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〈S, X〉 is the desired substitution. Note that the equalities (*)-(****) imply thatX is a solution of⋃
1≤i≤k C ′i too.

ut

Example 3.1. Let M be the abstract termλx.[λy.∇(x1(x2t))[z1/x1, z2/x2, y/t]x→(z1,z2). PT (M) =
〈∅, !n(α ( α) (!nα (!nα, ∅〉.

The principal typing property can be extended in an obvious way to all the terms ofΛEA, in the sense
that anEA-termM has the principal typing of the abstract termemb(M) with the additional constraints
n = 1 for any exponentialn.

4. Type Inference forλ-calculus

In this section we prove the main result of this paper, namely that a term of theλ-calculus is typeable in
the type assignment system̀NEAL, if and only if it has a finite number of principal typing schemes. This
result is an easy consequence of the two ones we proved in the previous sections: the principal typing
property for the abstract EA-terms, and the fact the number of canonical forms associated to everyλ-term
is finite. So we can prove that aλ-termM has all and only the principal typings of the canonical forms
belonging to the setC(M).

Theorem 4.1. (Principal typing for Λ in EAL)
∀M ∈ Λ, Γ `NEAL M : A if and only if PT (N) = 〈Θ, σ, C〉 andΓ ⊇ 〈S, X〉(Θ), A = 〈S, X〉(σ), for
some scheme substitution〈S, X〉 such thatX satisfiesC and for someN ∈ C(M).

Proof:
The proof is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.4 and of Theorem 3.1. ut

Remember that the set of terms ofλ-calculus typeable in NEAL is a proper subset of the set of terms
typeable in Curry type assignment system. Since in Curry type assignment every term has a principal
type, from which all and only the types derivable for it can be obtained through substitutions, it is natural
to ask if there is some relation between that principal type and the finite set of principal type schemes
of NEAL. In order to answer to this question, remember that Curry types are defined by the following
grammar:

σ ::= α|σ → σ

(without loss of generality we assume that Curry types are generated starting from the same set of con-
stants as type schemes). Now let us define the following erasure functionE transformingEA-type
scheme into Curry types:

E(α) = α; E(!pσ) = E(σ); E(σ ( τ) = E(σ)→ E(τ).

Let `C denote the derivation in Curry type assignment system. The following theorem holds:

Theorem 4.2. Let bothΓ `C M : σ andΓ′ `NEAL M : A, and let〈B, τ〉 be the Curry principal type of
M . Then, for every〈Θ, ρ, C〉 ∈ PT (M), E(ρ) ≡ τ andB(x) ≡ E(Θ(x)), for all x ∈ FV (M).
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Proof:
Notice that algorithmPT is equivalent to the Curry’s one for linear terms. In the other cases the thesis
holds easily by structural induction. ut

Example 4.1. Let M be theλ-termλx.λy.(x(x y)). The setC(M) contains 24 elements and only six of
them are typeable in EAL. They are:

• λx.[λy.∇((x3 (x4 y1)))[x1/x3 ,
x2/x4 ,

y/y1 ]]x→(x1,x2) with
PT = 〈∅, !n(α ( α) (!nα (!nα, ∅〉;

• λx.[∇(λy.(x3 (x4 y)))[x1/x3 ,
x2/x4 ]]x→(x1,x2) with

PT = 〈∅, !n(α ( α) (!n(α ( α), ∅}〉;

• λx.[∇(λy.∇((x5 (x6 y1)))[x3/x5 ,
x4/x6 ,

y/y1 ])[
x1/x3 ,

x2/x4 ]]x→(x1,x2) with
PT = 〈∅, !n1(α ( α) (!n2(!n3α (!n3α), {n1 = n2 + n3}〉;

• ∇(λx.[λy.∇((x3 (x4 y1)))[x1/x3 ,
x2/x4 ,

y/y1 ]]x→(x1,x2))[ ] with
PT = 〈∅, !m(!n(α ( α) (!nα (!nα), ∅〉;

• ∇(λx.[∇(λy.(x3 (x4 y)))[x1/x3 ,
x2/x4 ]]x→(x1,x2))[ ] with

PT = 〈∅, !m(!n(α ( α) (!n(α ( α)), ∅〉;

• ∇(λx.[∇(λy.∇((x5 (x6 y1)))[x3/x5 ,
x4/x6 ,

y/y1 ])[
x1/x3 ,

,x2/x4 ]]x→(x1,x2))[ ] with
PT = 〈∅, !m(!n1(α ( α) (!n2(!n3α (!n3α)), {n1 = n2 + n3}〉.
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A. Appendix

First of all, note that the algorithm terminates. Indeed all the recursive calls are on terms with a strictly
smaller structural size and the number of decompositions of termM in the equation forF′ is finite being
roughly bounded by an exponential in the structural size ofM .

The following fact holds.

Fact A.1. ∀C ∈ C(M) (C)∗ = M

The proof of soundness and completeness of the algorithmC is based on the fact that the simple
canonical forms can be generated by the grammar given in the next definition. The sets of free variables
FV, banged variablesBV and contracted variablesCV used by the grammar, are defined in Figure 3.

Definition A.1. (CCEA)
The set ofsimple canonical EAL-termsCCEA is generated by the following grammar (CC is the starting
symbol):

CC ::= [K]Svlist whereCV(Svlist) ⊆ FV(K) | K
Svlist ::= y → (x̂) | y → (x̂), Svlist where|x̂| ≥ 2

K ::= ∇(B)[x̂/ŷ] whereBV(x̂/ŷ) = FV(B) | B | x
B ::= ∇ (B) [L] whereBV(L) = FV(B) | R
L ::= K/x | y/x, L | K/x,L

R ::= λx.[K]x→(x1,...,xn) where{x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ FV(K) | λx.K | A
A ::= (R K) | (x K)

where all variables are linear,x̂ stands forx1, . . . , xn andn > 1.

Notice that side condition|x̂| ≥ 2 in the production ofSvlist implies[x]Svlist is not a possible term
in CCEA by side conditionCV(Svlist) ⊆ FV(K) in production ofCC and by{x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ FV(K)
in production ofR.

Lemma A.1. i) ∀M ∈ Λ C(M) ⊆ CCEA.
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ii) N ∈ CCEA and(N)∗ = M impliesN ∈ C(M).

Proof:
In order to prove pointi), it is sufficient to prove by mutual structural induction the following properties
whereLX is the language generated by the grammar of Definition A.1 with starting symbolX for
X ∈ {R, A,B,K}:

1. T(M) ⊆ LR ∪ {x}

1.1) If M 6= x thenT(M) ⊆ LR

1.2) T((M1 M2)) ⊆ LA

2. F′(M) ⊆ LB

3. F(M) ⊆ LK

Analogously, pointii) follows by the properties listed below:

1. N ∈ LR ∪ {x} andM = (N)∗ ⇒ N ∈ T(M)

2. N ∈ LA and(M1 M2) = (N)∗ ⇒ N ∈ T((M1 M2))

3. N ∈ LB andM = (N)∗ ⇒ N ∈ F′(M) ∪ T(M)

4. N ∈ LK andM = (N)∗ ⇒ N ∈ F(M) ∪ T(M)
ut

Lemma A.2. 1. M ∈ CCEA ⇒M is a simple canonical form.

2. If M is a simple canonical form and there existsΓ, A such thatΓ `abs M : A thenM ∈ CCEA.

Proof:

1. By mutual structural induction we show that for anyX non-terminal symbol of the grammar of
CCEA, X 6= Svlist and X 6= L, if M ∈ LX then M is a canonical form. The proof is
straightforward ones we have noticed that ifM ∈ LCC thenM , by production ofSvlist andR,
has no contraction subterm contracting terms that are not variables. Moreover, all variables inM
are linear and for any proper contraction subterm[N ]Svlist (i.e. a subterm that is notM itself),
Svlist ≡ x→ (x̂) and the contraction term is the body of a lambda abstraction bindingx. Hence
if M ∈ LCC thenL((M)∗) = L(M) and then it is simple.

2. By structural induction onM . Moreover, we prove that ifM is not a contraction term thenM ∈
LK , if M is a lambda abstraction thenM ∈ LR, if M is an application thenM ∈ LA and ifM
is a modal term substituting at least one non-variable term thenM ∈ LB.

(caseM ≡ x) the thesis trivially holds sincex ∈ LK ;
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(caseM ≡ λx.M ′) by inductive hypothesisM ′ ∈ LCC . Notice that ifM ′ is a contraction term
then, asM ′ is a simple canonical form,M ′ ≡ [N ]x→(bx) otherwise we could apply rules 21
or 22 of→Can . Notice that|x̂| ≥ 2 otherwise we could apply rule 8 and{x̂} ⊆ FV(N)
otherwise we could apply rule 6. MoreoverN cannot be a contraction term otherwise we
could apply one of the rules 4, 5, 9 or 10. Then eitherN ∈ LK or M ′ is not a contraction
term andM ′ ∈ LK , henceM ∈ LR;

(caseM ≡ (M1 M2)) by inductive hypothesisM1,M2 ∈ LCC . Notice that, sinceM is in canon-
ical form, M1 andM2 cannot be a contraction terms, by the rules from17th to the20th of
→Can andM1 cannot be a modal term since by the hypothesisΓ `abs M : A, M1 cannot be
typed with an exponential type. HenceM ∈ LA;

(caseM ≡ [M ′]Slist) M is simple then, similarly to the case forM ≡ λx.M ′ above,M ′ cannot
be a contraction term andM ′ ∈ LK , hence the thesis;

(caseM ≡ ∇(M ′)[M1/x1, · · · , Mn/xn]) by inductive hypothesisM ′,Mi ∈ LCC for any 1 ≤
i ≤ n. Moreover noMi can be a contraction term otherwise we could apply rules 13 or
14 of→Can , hence, by inductive hypothesis for any1 ≤ i ≤ n eitherMi ∈ LK or Mi

is a variable.M ′ cannot be a contraction term otherwise we could apply rules 15 or 16 of
→Can , it cannot be a variable otherwise we could apply the second rule and it cannot be a
modal term replacing variables by variables otherwise we could apply the first rule. Finally
{x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ FV(M ′) otherwise we could apply the third rule of→Can . Hence, if there is
at least oneMi that is not a variable,M ∈ LB, otherwiseM ∈ Lk.

ut

Proof of Theorem 2.1

1. By Lemma A.1.i) for anyC ∈ C(M) we haveC ∈ CCEA. Moreover(C)∗ = M by Fact A.1.
Finally by Lemma A.2 we have thatC is a simple canonical form and hence it is inC(M).

2. By Lemma A.2 every typeable simple canonical form is inCCEA hence by Lemma A.1.ii) and
Fact A.1 the thesis holds.
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